
If Australia is to remain a viable nation into the future it is essential that there be an immediate and 
indefinite moratorium placed on immigration (including so called refugees) for the following reasons 
- 
 
(1) Australia already has a population exceeding our long term carrying capacity in view of limited 
water resources; ancient,poor soils in the main; a predominantly arid,unpredictable climate likely to 
be made more so by the certainty of global warming, and previous environmental degradation by 
human settlement. There have been numerous statements from scientists that our sustainable 
carrying capacity is in the region of 10 to 15 million. 
 
(2) Most of the immigrants in the last 20 to 30 years have settled in the capital cities,mainly Sydney 
and Melbourne but also Brisbane,Perth and Adelaide. This has placed enormous pressures on 
infrastructure,particularly transport and housing. The result is intolerable congestion and 
astronomical land and house costs. 
 
(3) Most of the immigrants in the last 20 to 30 years have been from cultures which are diametrically 
opposed to the Western European tradition which is the Australian norm. They have shown little,if 
any,desire to assimilate and have formed ghetto suburbs in the capital cities. The social 
consequences of this habit are disastrous. Those who hold to the Islamic faith are particularly 
problematic. 
 
(4) Some of the ideology driving high immigration levels is the multicultural delusion. Australia has 
been multicultural for the last 40 to 50 thousand years. There are/were over 300 Aboriginal 
languages.  
Language is one of the drivers of culture. The European invasion has exacerbated this situation. That 
is all history and can't  be reversed.  
But there is no valid reason to promote a multicultural society. 
 
(5) One of the main drivers of high immigration levels is self interest on the part of the business 
lobby. Big profits are made in land development and housing construction. Many employers prefer 
to see a large pool of unemployed in order to drive down wages and conditions.  
This is an influential lobby and it reflects greed,stupidity and ignorance of consequences - The 
Growth At Any Cost Crowd. 
 
(6) Obviously, the political establishment is inclined to follow the wishes of the group in (5). Money 
talks. However there is an ideology of limitless growth predominating among our political class and 
the public servants who advise them with few exceptions. One is Kelvin Thompson MHR,member for 
Wills in metropolitan Melbourne. He sees the insane urban sprawl first hand. On the other hand and 
also from the ALP,we have Kevin Rudd's "Big Australia". Kevin was  frank enough to express openly 
the widely held faith of his peers. 
 
(7) Without immigration the Australian birthrate would be about the same as other developed 
nations- at or below replacement level. This effectively means a slowly declining population which is 
exactly what is needed given the immense problems caused by overpopulation. To hear the 
outraged bellows of the Growth At Any Cost Crowd one would think that an aging and orderly 
declining population was tantamount to a natural disaster,disease epidemic or nuclear war. In fact 
that scenario is nothing of the sort. Children will still be born and raised to take their place in a 
sensible society, old folks will continue on until their inevitable end and most everybody will live 
decent lives within their capabilities. And they will all be spared the rat race of providing for 
hundreds of thousands of unnecessary and unwanted imports every year. 
 



(8) There are some Australians who advocate a refugee intake at some level. It is possible that they 
mean well, however silly ideas and behavior can't be excused by good intentions. Australia is a 
signatory to the Refugee Convention which had its genesis in the millions of displaced 
people,principally in Europe,following WW2. The global population is now about three times the 
population then. The miracle of exponential growth. You don't have to be Einstein to figure out that 
this population level which is growing exponentially is a present and future disaster. One of the 
results of that disaster will be increasing civil strife,increasing national conflict and increasing 
susceptibility to adverse natural  events. Result - many millions,if not billions, of people on the move 
for whatever reason. 
Australia can't contribute to alleviating this problem by accepting even a small proportion of these 
hordes. What we can do is contribute to alleviating the plight of these people in situ or,at worst,in 
neighboring countries. We can provide birth control technology to poorer nations. We can also,in 
the case of national governments who are deliberately expelling their own people,contribute to 
military action against those governments. No nation has the right to export its own people. The 
current Syrian disaster is an illustration of how NOT to handle that sort of situation. Australia should 
disavow the Refugee Convention.It is a matter of survival as a nation. 
 
 
(9) There is such a thing as a viable population. The level depends on resources available and the 
necessity to safeguard those resources for future generations. There is also the overwhelming 
necessity to safeguard resources for our fellow passengers on spaceship Earth as they can't speak for 
themselves. We are all made of stardust and we all depend on each other. 
 
 
 
Finally,there is zero intrinsic benefit in exceeding a viable population level. There is no intrinsic 
benefit in sheer numbers. Quality is paramount and there is no way that Australia will achieve that 
quality by running insane immigration policies. 
 
 


